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[57] ABSTRACT 
A self-priming chokeless carburetor having only a 
throttle valve in the air-fuel mixture conduit supple 
mented by a relatively large priming well disposed se 
rially between a ?xed metering ori?ce communicating 
with the ?oat bowl reservoir and the inlet to the main 
nozzle tube of the carburetor. When the engine is not 
running, the priming well ?lls with fuel to the level of 
the fuel in the ?oat bowl. When the engine is, cranked 
for starting, the supply of fuel in the well is drawn up 
the main nozzle to supply a rich mixture for starting. 
When the engine is running, the well cannot re?ll be 
cause fuel is aspirated from the well as fast as it is sup 
plied thereto by the metering ori?ce. 
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SELF-PRIMING CARBURETOR 

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 40,563, 
?led May 26, 1970, now abandoned. 
This invention relates to internal combustion engine 

carburetion systems and more particularly to a carbu 
rotor for small internal combustion engines, such as 
those used on rotary lawnmowers. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a car 

buretor which provides reliable starting within a rela-. 
tively wide temperature range without the necessity of 
a choke valve, accelerator pump, and/or supplemental 
fuel pressurizing system such as a priming bulb or 
crank-case pressure boosting system. 
Another object is to provide an engine carburetion 

system utilizing a carburetor of the above character 
which provides very smooth engine performance over 
a given engine speed range in an engine that is operat 
ing against a relatively constant load, such as the rotary 
blade of a rotary lawnmower, and which is adapted for 
governor operation of the throttle of the carburetor. 
A further object is to provide an engine carburetion 

system of the above character which reduces the possi 
bility of engine ?ooding under hot start conditions. 
A still further object is to provide a carburetor of the 

above character which is extremely simple in construc 
tion, ef?cient in‘ operation, economical to manufac 
ture, provides uniform performance over extended in 
termittent operating conditions despite gradual clog 
ging of the carburetor air ?lter, which does not require 
nor in fact permit adjustment of the carburetor air-fuel 
mixture setting nor choke manipulation and hence is 
less likely to be disabled, maladjusted or improperly 
operated. 
Other objects, features and advantages of the present 

invention will become apparent from the following de 
tailed description and accompanying drawings 
wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view taken along the axis 

of the air-fuel mixture conduit of one embodiment of 
a carburetor constructed in accordance with the pres 
ent invention. 7 

FIGS. 2 and 3 are fragmentary vertical sectional 
views of a portion of the structure illustrated in FIG. 1 
but enlarged thereover and respectively illustrating the 
fuel aspirating conditions when the engine is being 
cranked for starting and when the engine is running. 
FIG. 4 is a vertical sectional view taken on the line 

4-4 of FIG. 1, a portion of the carburetor being shown 
in front elevation to better illustrate the internal air 
vent system for the ?oat bowl of the carburetor. 
FIG. 5 is a horizontal sectional view taken on the line 

5-5 of FIG. 4 but reduced in scale therefrom and hav 
ing a portion broken away to better illustrate detail. 
FIG. 6 is a top plan view of the ?oat bowl stud of the 

carburetor, enlarged in scale over FIG. 4 and showing 
the stud separately. 
FIGS. 7, 8, 9 and 10 are fragmentary vertical sec 

tional views similar to FIGS. 2 and 3 but illustrating an 
other embodiment of a carburetor in accordance with 
the present invention, FIG. 7 illustrating the fuel deliv 
ery system when the engine is at rest, FIG. 8 at start up, 
FIG. 9 when the engine is running or under heavy load, 
and FIG. 10 when the engine is idling or under light 
load. 
Referring in more detail to the accompanying draw 

ings, FIGS. 1-6 inclusive illustrate one exemplary em 
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2 
bodiment of a carburetor 20 constructed in accordance 
with the present invention and particularly adapted for 
use with a single cylinder four-stroke or two-stroke 
cycle internal combustion engine (not shown) having 
a given displacement, horsepower and operational 
speed range, as set forth by way of example in more de 
tail hereinafter. 
Carburetor 20 has the usual cast body 22 with an air 

fuel mixture conduit de?ned by a horizontal entrance 
bore 24, a central venturi 26 and an exit bore 28. A 
conventional air ?lter 30 is secured to the inlet end of 
bore 24 for filtering all air entering the carburetor. The 
outlet end of bore 28 communicates with an intake 
bore 32 of the engine 34, the engine likewise being con 
ventional and therefore not illustrated in detail. 
The bottom of the carburetor body or housing 22 has 

a circular ?ange portion 36 carrying an annular gasket 
38 for receiving, in sealed relation, a carburetor ?oat 
bowl 40. This ?oat bowl surrounds a depending column 
portion or post 42 integral with the main carburetor 
casting. Post 42 extends down into bowl 40 and serves 
as an additional support for the bowl. A mounting stud 
44 threads into a threaded counterbore 46 in post 42 
to thereby clamp a raised central portion 48 of the bot 
tom wall 50 of the bowl between a gasket 52 and the 
bottom end surface of post 42. . 
Referring to FIG. 4, fuel is gravity or pressure fed 

from a fuel tank via a hose line (not shown) to an inlet 
?tting 56 secured to body 22. Fitting 56 communicates 
with bowl 40 via a fuel passage 57 controlled by a con 
ventional inlet needle valve 58. Valve 58 is biased up 
wardly toward closed position against a seat ring 59 by 
an arm 60 secured to an annular ?oat 62, the ?oat 
being pivotally suspended on a pin 64. The ?oat and 
needle valve are adjusted to maintain a body 66 (FIG. 
1) of liquid fuel in bowl 40 to a given level 68.‘ A con 
ventional dump valve 70 (FIG. 1) is provided to drain 
fuel from bowl 40 when the engine is to be inoperative 
for an extended period of time. 
As best seen in FIGS. 4 and 6, stud 44 has a blind 

bore 72 coaxial with bore 46 and opening upwardly 
thereto which receives the open lower end 74 of a 
straight hollow tube 76 which forms the main (and 
sole) nozzle of carburetor 20. Tube 76 is secured by 
press ?t in a bore 78 coaxial with bore 46 and has its 
open upper end 80 projecting into venturi 26. A slightly 
tapered bore 82 extends coaxially between bores 46 
and 78 and de?nes therewith a comparatively large 
priming well 83. Well 83 thus constitutes an annular 
space surrounding tube 76 and extending from level 68 
to the bottom of cavity 72 and also includes the interior 
of tube 76 between level 68 and lower end 74. Well 83 
is located concentrically between tube 76 and the fuel 
reservoir 84 defined between post 42 and bowl 40. 
Liquid fuel is admitted to well 83 via a calibrated 

?xed restriction ori?ce comprising radial passage 86 
(FIGS. 1, 4 and 6) drilled through the shank 88 of stud 
44 between the head 90 and threads 92 of the stud. The 
exterior end of passage 86 communicates with an annu 
lar chamber formed between a counterbore 87 in the 
lower end of post 42 and shank 88. Communication be 
tween this chamber in counterbore 87 and reservoir 84 
is established by a pair of diametrically opposite milled 
slots 89 formed in the lower end surface of post 42, as 
best seen in FIGS. 1 and 5. Passage 86 is made as small 
as practical, on the order of 0.028 inch in diameter, and 
is calibrated to provide a ?xed metering restriction to 
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limit the maximum ?ow of liquid fuel into the priming 
well, depending upon the fuel-air ratio desired in the 
particular carburetor and engine under consideration, 
as will be better understood hereinafter. Likewise, the 
volumetric capacity of priming well 83 is precisely cali 
brated for a given carburetor and engine combination 
and may be, for example, in the order of 1.5 cubic cen~ 
timeters in the case of one working example of a carbu 
retor constructed pursuant to FIGS. 1-6 inclusive as 
specified in more detail hereinafter. 
The head space 100 of priming well 83 (FIG. 1) is 

pressurized via a restricted air passage 102 which opens 
into a much larger counterbore 104 having its outlet 
positioned at the junction of venturi 26 and bore 24 
and facing the carburetor inlet. Head space 106 in bowl 
40 also is vented to bore 24 by an angled slot 108 
(FIGS. 4 and 5) formed in the side wall of a cavity 110 
which is closed at its lower end by a welch plug 112. A 
passage 114 extends from the upper end of cavity 110 
and communicates at its other end with a Pitot tube 
116 (FIG. 4) which has its free open end 118 posi 
tioned in bore 24 closely adjacent the outlet end 120 
of ?lter 30 and generally facing the carburetor inlet. 
Carburetor 20 has only one air ?ow regulating valve 

in the fuel-air mixture conduit 24-28; namely, a throt 
tle valve comprising a butter?y valve plate 122 secured 
by a screw 124 to a ?atted portion of a rotatable throt 
tle shaft 126. A throttle control level 128 is secured to 
the upper end of shaft 126 for connection to the usual 
engine speed governing linkage. In the closed position 
of the throttle, plate 122 contacts the wall of bore 28 
as shown in FIG. 1. In carburetor 20, valve plate 122 
is located in bore 28 approximately midway between 
jet 80 and the outlet of bore 28. Thus, it will be noted 
that carburetor 20 lacks the usual choke valve and also 
does away with idle jet and associated idle system fuel 
feeding and metering passages and/or needle valve. 

In the operation of carburetor 20, assuming ?rst that 
engine 34 is at rest, liquid fuel will be admitted to bowl 
40 and will rise to the level 68 as shown in FIG. 1. As 
reservoir 84 ?lls, liquid will ?ow from reservoir 84 via 
slots 89 and metering passage 86 into well 83 to 
thereby ?ll cavity 72 and bore 46 and will rise part way 
up in bore 82 to the level 68, the lower portion of tube 
76 likewise ?lling to this level. Hence a charge ofliquid 
fuel is now available between restriction 86 and the 
upper end outlet 80 of tube 76 which, due to the rela 
tively large diameter of tube 76, has a comparatively 
unrestricted ?ow path up into venturi 26, the principal 
restriction to such ?ow being gravity acting on fuel 
lifted the vertical distance between level 68 and the 
upper end 80 of ‘tube 76. 
To start engine 34, the same is manually or power 

cranked, as by use of the usual starter pull rope, a wind 
up spring recoil starter, or a starter motor. As soon as 
the engine piston is reciprocated on its initial intake 
stroke, air will be drawn through filter 30 and the air 
fuel mixture conduit 24-26-28 of the carburetor. This 
air ?ow creates a pressure differential between the inlet 
104 of the air bleed passage I02 and the outlet 80 of 
the main jet. This pressure differential is communi 
cated to the surface 68 of the liquid in well 83 sur 
rounding tube 76 and is suf?cient to force the liquid up 
tube 76 and into the venturi as shown in FIG. 2. The 
liquid emerges as a relatively heavy or dense gusher 
132 which is caught by the airstream and partially bro 
ken up and evaporated to be carried as liquid and vapor 
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4 
with the air into the intake manifold of the engine. The 
initial fuel-air charge will be relatively rich because no 
air mixes with the liquid fuel prior to its leaving jet tube 
76 during the time that the liquid fuel level is dropping 
from level 68 down to the lower end 74'of tube 76. 
The volume of liquid fuel provided in the priming 

well 83 (including that within tube 76 from level 68 
down to the lower end 74 of the tube) is calculated to 
provide a proper air-fuel ratio for starting of the engine, 
preferably during the ?rst several starting attempts, 
taking into account the ambient temperature. It is to be 
understood that the rate of replenishment of the well 
via orifice 86 is such that very little fuel enters the well 
through ori?ce 86 during the starting attempt. Hence 
the well is substantially exhausted as the engine is 
cranked and coasts by ?ywheel momentum through 
several revolutions in response to each starting at 
tempt. 
Once the engine starts to run under its own power, it 

will accelerate rapidly due to the throttle valve 122 
being held wide open for start-up. As the engine accel 
erates, the air flow through the carburetor conduit 
24-28 increases substantially, thereby greatly increas 
ing the lifting force exerted on any liquid entering well 
83 via ori?ce 86. As shown in FIG. 3, the suction ex 
erted at this time is sufficient to evacuate the surplus 
liquid fuel from well 83 so that the liquid fuel aspirated 
up tube 76 ?ows at a rate determined solely by the me 
tering capacity of the fixed restriction 86, which in turn 
is sized to provide just enough liquid fuel to form a lean 
ratio of fuel to air in the mixture conduit properly ap 
portioned to give optimum performance at the design 
running speed or speeds of the engine. Thus, when the 
engine is running the liquid emerges from orifice 86 to 
be caught in the airstream in cavity 72 and sucked up 
tube 76. 
The transition from the rich mixture at start-up as 

shown in FIG. 2 to the leaner running mixture shown 
in FIG. 3 is not a completely abrupt one because there 
is an intermediate stage occurring between the point in 
time when the level of fuel in well 83 has dropped ?ush 
with the lower end 74 of tube 76 (FIG. 2) and the time 
when the well has been evacuated to the condition as 
shown in FIG. 3. Once the level of the fuel drops below 
end 74, air entering the priming well head space 100 
via restriction 102 can enter tube 76. When this occurs 
there is a gross mixture of air bubbles and liquid fuel as 
well as droplets of fuel travelling up tube 76, which 
leans out the resultant fuel-air mixture in tube 76 until 
it becomes an emulsion or mist when the running con 
dition is ultimately reached as shown in FIG. 3. How 
ever, well 83 is never fully evacuated; rather, the level 
of liquid in the well drops only far enough to allow air 
to enter tube 76 via its open lower end 74. Thus, the 
term “emptied” as used herein is to be understood in 
this context. The action which occurs during running 
can be likened to that which occurs when sucking soda 
pop through a straw from a nearly empty pop bottle; 
i.e., wherein the familiar gurgling sound signals that the 
bottle is almost dry and a good deal of air is being aspi 
rated along with the liquid. 
As fuel is withdrawn from ?oat bowl 40 into jet tube 

76, the air pressure in the bowl head space 106 is main 
tained at a value corresponding to that in inlet bore 24 
of the carburetor by Pitot tube 116. Thus, despite any 
gradual reduction in the rate of air ?ow through the 
carburetor resulting from an increasing ?ow resistance 
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offered by ?lter 30 should it gradually become clogged 
with the dirt particles, the pressure differential under 
running conditions between the surface 68 of the liquid 
in the ?oat bowl and jet outlet 80 tends to remain rela 
tively constant for any given engine speed. This “inter 
nal venting” of the ?oat bowl is an important feature 
in conjunction with the use of the ?xed metering ori?ce 
86 because it helps insure that the fuel-air ratio of the 
carburetor under running conditions remains at the op 
timum design value. Therefore, optimum engine per 
formance can be obtained over a relatively wide speed 
range without the provision of an adjustable ori?ce 
controlled by the usual threaded needle valve. In addi 
tion, there is less chance for dirt particles to be en 
trained in the liquid fuel supply system since the vent 
ing air for the ?oat bowl is taken from the ?ltered air 
stream in the mixture conduit of the carburetor. 
Engine speed and power control is obtained during 

running of the engine by the usual speed responsive 
governor mechanism connected to the throttle arm 
128. Preferably the governor and throttle are designed 
to control the speed of the engine within a given range 
of say 2,600 r.p.m. up to 3,100 r.p.m. in the case of the 
“?xed speed” carburetor 20, which is a suf?cient throt 
tle variation for handling the normal grass cutting load 
variations encountered in rotary lawnmower applica 
tions. 
When engine 34 is shut down and comes to a halt, the 

priming well 83 will re?l to the level 68 shown in FIG. 
1 within a matter of approximately one second, in the 
example given hereinafter. Then if the engine is imme 
diately cranked again to start it, there will be another 
starting charge delivered to the engine as described 
previously. Although the‘engine now may be hot, under 
ambient temperature conditions of under say 
90°-l00°F. it will not ?ood because the throttle now is 
wide open and there is no choke to restrict air ?ow 
through the carburetor; consequently, the resultant air 
fuel ratio is not too rich so as to prevent ?ring of the 
engine. Also, regardless of how long the engine is con 
tinuously cranked to start it, it will receive only one ini 
tial priming charge per each cranking effort, as con 
trasted with a carburetor having a choke which will 
continuously and cumulatively produce an overrich 
mixture so long as the choke is held closed. Even when 
the engine is repetitively and intermittently hand 
cranked for starting, it normally will not be ?ooded out 
so long as the engine drive train is connected to and/or 
has suf?cient rotational inertia so that the engine spins 
through a minimum of say six revolutions on each pull 
of the starter cord. The reason for this anti-?ooding 
characteristic is that the priming well 83 will be emp 
tied in only two or three revolutions of the engine and 
hence the subsequent revolutions will induce a lean 
mixture which helps purge the engine of any overrich 
charge before it is stopped and the next cranking effort 
is applied. However, since well 83 requires only a sec 
ond or two to re?ll when the engine is at rest, there will 
be another starting charge available in the time it takes 
to rewind the pull cord or reset the recoil starter on the 
lawnmower engine. On the other hand, should the en 
gine be continually (and improperly) cranked by a 
starter motor, it will receive only one starting charge 
and thereafter the continuous cranking will not only 
not produce ?ooding but will rather pump the engine 
dry again. 
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6 
In one successful working embodiment of an engine 

and carburetion system constructed pursuant to the 
scaled illustrations of FIGS. l-6 inclusive, a Tecumseh 
Products Company Lauson four-stroke cycle single cyl 
inder engine rated at four horsepower (Model LAV 40, 
1970) and having a displacement of 10.5 cubic inches, 
and with the carburetor under the control of the usual 
speed-responsive engine governor, successful results 
were obtained using the following design criteria: 

Volume of starting charge 0.75 cc 
Diameter of venturi ' 7/16 in. 
Diameter of ori?ce 86 0.028 in. 
Length of ori?ce 86 0.048 in. 
Length of tube 76 1 7/16 in. 
Internal diameter of tube 76 0.063 in. 
Vertical distance from liquid level 
68 to bottom end 74 of tube 76 7/16 in. 
Diameter of air bleed ori?ce 102 0.03] in. 
Governed speed range of engine 
under running condition 3 I00 to 3400 r.p.m. 

(under no load con 
ditions) 

Number of starting pulls at minimum 
ambient temperature of 40°F. to 
start engine 4 
Number of starting pulls to start 
engine at maximum ambient temper 
ature of 120°F. I 
Number of revolutions per pull 4 

It is to be understood that the carburetor of FIGS. 
1-6 inclusive is intended primarily for use on rotary 
lawnmower engines which normally are operated only 
in a relatively warm ambient temperature range of ap 
proximately 40°F. to 120°F. Such engines normally 
have a ?xed load- consisting of the rotary lawnmower 
blade which is cooperative with the present invention 
in that it insures that one pull of the starting cord on the 
engine will provide from three to six revolutions of the 
engine. With this parameter at hand, the starting 
charge is calibrated so that the priming well will be 
emptied in one pull of the cord at average cranking 
speed. Accordingly, the priming charge is optimized for 
hot start conditions. Additional engine priming is ob 
tained at lower temperature conditions by giving the 
engine one, two or three additional pulls, as the case 
may be. The “?xed speed” carburetor 20 provides very 
good results for engines designed for applications hav 
ing a generally constant or a very narrow speed range, 
as is the case with many appliances, such as rotary 
lawnmowers, garden sprayers and the like having a 
blade or other ?xed load driven by the engine. 

It is also to be understood that the throttle setting 
should be at full or almost full effective open position 
during starting in order to provide suf?cient lifting ca 
pacity in the carburetor to evacuate the charge from 
the priming well. Hence when the engine is being 
started, it draws in a full complement of air because 
there is no restriction to air ?ow. The mixture thus is 
enriched only by the amount of the charge drawn up 
from well 83. 
However, when the engine-carburetion system of the 

present invention is intended for engines driving appli 
ances over a greater speed range than that described 
above, it is preferred to employ the modified carbure 
tor 200 as shown in FIGS. 7-10 inclusive. In these fig 
ures like reference numerals are applied to parts de 
scribed previously and their description not repeated, 
and corresponding elements are designated by a like 
reference numeral raisd by a prime suffix. Carburetor 
200 is similar to carburetor 20 described previously ex 
cept that it has a venturi 26’ which is slightly reduced 
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in ‘diameter to provide additional lifting capacity when 
employed with the same ?lter 30 and engine 34 de 
scribed previously. Also, instead of metering ori?ce 86 
being located in stud 44, a small radial passage 86' is 
drilled through the wall of post 42' at a point vertically 
between the lower end 74' of the main jet tube 76' and 
the liquid level 68 maintained in bowl 40. However, 
this relocation of the fuel metering ori?ce 86' is op 
tional relative to the fuel-air rationing of the carbure 
tor, i.e., ori?ce 86 may also be used in the modi?ed car 
buretor 200, and ori?ce 86' may be used in carburetor 
20. 
One signi?cant difference in carburetor 200 is that it 

has a small radial passage 202 formed in tube 76’ which 
is located a predetermined distance below level 68. An 
other difference between carburetors 200 and 20 is the 
provision of a hole 204 (FIG. 8) in throttle plate 122' 
which has a diameter calibrated to provide a minimum 
air ?ow through the fuel-air mixture conduit 24-28 of 
carburetor 200 even when the plate 122' is rotated to 
closed position as shown in FIG. 8. In lieu of hole 204, 
similar results could be obtained by notching plate 122, 
removing a chordal portion, or providing a stop limiting 
full closure of plate 122. However, hole 204 is pre 
ferred because its size is more readily controlled in 
manufacturing and it cannot get out of adjustment in 
the use of the carburetor. 

In the operation of carburetor 200, assuming the en 
gine is at rest as shown in FIG. 7, the priming well 83 
is ?lled with liquid fuel from reservoir 66 via the ?xed 
metering ori?ce 86' until the level of the fuel in the well 
rises to the level 68 of the fuel in bowl 40. This ?lling 
may take a matter of say 1 to 4 seconds. 
To start the engine, the same is given a pull with the 

starter rope, or the wound recoil starter is engaged and 
released, to thereby crank the engine over for several 
revolutions, for example, three to six revolutions. The 
reciprocation of the piston through its ?rst two or three 
intake strokes draws air through carburetor 200 at a 
minimum flow rate as indicated in FIG. 8. The pressure 
differential imposed on the‘ priming charge of liquid 
fuel in well 83 causes the liquid within tube 76' to be 
forced up the tube to thereby deliver from outlet 80’ an 
initial'spurt of liquid without entrained air until the 
level of the liquid in well 83 drops to the elevation of 
bleed hole 202. At this point a restricted quantity of air 
is admitted from the priming well head space 100 via 
ori?ce 202 to thereby partially intermingle with and air 
emulsify the liquid being raised in the tube. Hence as 
shown in FIG. 8, the column of liquid is broken up into 
small droplets as it is drawn from the elevation of ori 
?ce 202 up to outlet 80’. The resultant emulsion 204, 
being less dense than the “solid" column of liquid 206 
below ori?ce 202, is more readily lifted by the smaller 
pressure differential available under engine cranking 
conditions. Also, because of air bleed 202, even though 
the lower end 74' of the tube 76' remains submerged 
in a body of liquid fuel in well 83, carburetor 200 is ca 
pable of delivering liquid fuel from the priming well 
over a wider range of engine speeds; i.e., from running 
speed down to a condition of lower air velocity through 
the mixture conduit of the carburetor corresponding to 
a “fast idle" engine speed. . 
Returning to the action occurring at start-up, and as 

suming the throttle is wide open, the initial cranking of 
the engine is suf?cient to evacuate most of the charge 
in well 83 so that the liquid feeding conditions in the j 7 
well progress from the conditions shown in FIG. 7 to‘ 
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FIG. 8. Once the engine starts and accelerates to run 
ning speed, as shown in FIG. 9, the suction differential 
on tube 76’ is su?'tcient to suck up all of the liquid fuel 
delivered from the ?xed metering jet 86’ as fast as it is 
delivered into well 83, the air-fuel ratio at this time thus 
being under the sole control of the liquid metering ori 
?ce 86’ and air metering ori?ce 102. The resultant air 
fuel mixture at outlet 28 is thus leaned down to the op 
timum for maximum design engine running speed. 

If the throttle valve 122' is then rotated back to idle 
position as shown in FIG. 10, air flow through the car 
buretor conduit is reduced to a value determined by the 
flow capacity of hole 204. This minimum air ?ow is de 
signed to create a pressure differential acting between 
air bleed 102 and jet outlet 80’ suf?cient to lift fuel 
from well 83 with the assistance of the emulsifying ef 
fect of ori?ce 202. However, the fuel-air ratio at this 
time will still be leaner than that produced upon initial 
starting due to ori?ce 202 being located below the nor 
mal level 68 of liquid in the bowl. That is, because the 
demand for fuel is less at idle condition, the feed of fuel 
via ori?ce 86’ tends to catch up with the rate which it 
is sucked up tube 76’, thus allowing fuel to collect in 
the lower portion of well 83 until it overflows the lower 
end of tube 76’. Therefore the mixture 204 delivered 
from jet 80' under idle conditions (FIG. 10) is richer 
than the mixture 206 aspirated up tube 76’ under run 
ning conditions (FIG. 9). 
Moreover, when throttle plate 122 is reopened to in 

crease the speed of the engine, the increasing draft 
through the carburetor will cause the liquid level in 
well 83 to once again drop below the lower end 74' of 
the tube, whereupon an additional emulsifying effect 
occurs in the well between ori?ce 86’ and inlet 74' cu 
mulative to that caused within tube 76' by air bleed 
202. A transition thus occurs so that there is a constant 
change in the fuel-air ratio as the throttle is opened cor 
responding to the requirements of the engine in accel 
erating up to running speed. - 
When the engine is shut down, well 83 again re?lls to 

the level shown in FIG. 7. When the engine again is 
cranked, a ?xed amount of priming charge will be de 
livered to the engine in response to the initial recipro 
cation of the piston through the ?rst two or three intake 
strokes, similar to carburetor 20 described previously 
except that the mass ?ow rate of fuel is prolonged 
somewhat by the emulsifying stage introduced by ori 
?ce 202. Thus, if cranking is continued, the fuel-air 
‘ratio will rapidly lean out and ?ooding will not occur 
even under hot start conditions. 
By way of example, an engine-carburetion system 

constructed in accordance with the modi?cation of 
FIGS. 7-10 inclusive provided successful results using 

Volume of starting charge 0.75 cc 
Diameter of venturi 56 in. 
Diameter of ori?ce 86’ 0.028 in. 
Length of ori?ce 86' 0.048 in. 
Length of tube 76' l 7/l6 in. 
Internal diameter of tube 76' 0.062 in. 
Vertical distance from liquid level 
68 to bottom end 74' of tube 76' 7/16 in. 
Diameter of air bleed ori?ce 102 0.023 in. 
Governed speed range of engine under 
running conditions (no load) 
Idle speed 
Number of starting pulls at minimum 
ambient temperature of 40°F. to 
start engine 
Number of starting pulls to start 

2000 r.p.m. 

4 

'engine at maximum ambient temper 
. ature of l20°F. 

Revolutions per pull 

2700-3400 r.p.m. ) 
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From the foregoing description it will now be appar 
ent that an improved carburetor and engine 
carburetion system has been provided which amply ful 
?lls the objects stated previously. In addition, by pro 
viding an oversized fuel well designed to meet the re 
quirements of a given engine, one which is considerably 
larger than the normal accelerating well provided in 
conventional carburetors, and by properly matching 
the capacity of the fuel well and the lifting capabilities 
of the carburetor to the engine, the carburetor is capa 
ble of purging the priming well of fuel at cranking 
speeds without the use of a choking device and reliable 
starting is obtained at ambient temperatures ranging 
from about 40°F. to 120°F. This simpli?es the carbure 
tor and thus considerably reduces manufacturing costs 
and servicing expenses. Moreover, it also greatly facili 
tates starting and operating of the engine by inexperi 
enced operators who quite often are incapable of prop 
erly manipulating a choke and thus either tend to flood 
the engine or do not choke enough at the proper time. 
Operation of the engine also is simpli?ed and made 

more fool-proof because there is no variable fuel me 
tering ori?ce to adjust, such as those found on conven 
tional carburetors; i.e., although carburetors 20 and 
200 could have adjustable ori?ces 86 and 86', these or 
i?ces preferably are ?xed and hence do not have a 
high-speed needle valve fuel feed to the main jet nor a 
low-speed needle valve in a fuel feed to an idle jet 
which the novice operator may and often does malad~ 
just. Elimination of the idle system as well as these high 
and low speed needle valves further reduces the cost of 
manufacturing and servicing the carburetor. 
Due to the ?oat bowl being internally vented from 

the ?ltered airstream within the carburetor, there is less 
likelihood of the ?xed metering ori?ce 86 or 86' be 
coming clogged by dirt particles and fuel-air ratio pro 
duced by these ?xed ori?ces remains within the design 
limits over prolonged periods of engine use. If desired, 
further filtering can be provided in carburetor 20 by 
placing a disc'like ?lter between the lower end of post 
42 and the bottom wall 50 of carburetor 20, slots 89 
being omitted in this instance, to thereby ?nal ?lter the 
fuel being admitted to the annular bore 87 prior to de 
livery to the ori?ce 86. In carburetor 200 the optional 
but preferred location of ori?ce 86’ in post 42' at a 
point well above the bottom of the bowl also reduces 
the chances of dirt clogging ori?ce 86’. 
The engine carburetion system of the present inven 

tion thus is particularly advantageous for small engines 
driving inexpensive warm weather appliances, such as 
rotary lawnmowers, where impending government 
safety standards restrict the blade tip speed. The en 
ginecarburetion system of the present invention has 
been found to ideally meet these requirements; i.e., an 
engine as speci?ed previously utilizing carburetor 200 
driving a rotary lawnmower blade operates quite well 
in a range from 2,000 rpm. to 2,800 rpm. without 
any power loss at about mid range even though the ven 
turi diameter was reduced to three-eighths inch as com 
pared to a one-half inch diameter venturi of a conven 
tional choke and throttle carburetor in order to provide 
lifting capacity for the priming charge under wide open 
throttle and hand-cranking conditions. 

mlslaimam W_ Y ,, , . 

1. In combination, an internal combustion engine 
operable to run in a given speed range and in an 
ambient temperature environment of about 40° to 
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120° F., a predetermined external load connected to 
said engine, a chokeless carburetor for automatically 
supplying a priming charge of fuel and air to said 
engine under open throttle conditions and in a given 
engine cranking speed range without the use of a 
choke, strangling or supplemental pressurizing fuel 
lifting means, said carburetor comprising an air-fuel 
mixture conduit having an air inlet and a fuel-air out 
let connected to the fuel-air intake of said engine, ' 
said carburetor having a ?oat bowl type fuel supply, 
an oversize printing charge fuel well and a main fuel 
passage serially connecting said supply to said con 
duit for induction of fuel from said supply to said 
conduit between said inlet and outlet thereof solely 
due to the subatmospheric pressure created by the 
airstream drawn through said conduit directly from 
the inlet to the outlet thereof by the intake vacuum 
generated by said engine, a throttle valve in said 
conduit constituting the sole variable air restrictor in 
said conduit, said throttle having a wide open starting 
position presenting a minimum restriction to air ?ow 
through said conduit, an air bleed passage having an 
inlet opening to a source of air at a pressure greater 
than that at said main fuel passage outlet and having 
an outlet opening to said priming well, and a metering 
ori?ce connecting said fuel well to said fuel supply 
and operable to ?ll said fuel well to a given full level 
with a predetermined priming charge of liquid fuel 
from said supply only when said engine is stationary 
and to control the rate of liquid fuel supply to said well 
when the engine is running, said main fuel passage 
having an inlet in said well below said given level and 
an outlet opening to said conduit constantly exposed 
to the air ?owing directly from the inlet to the outlet 
of said conduit past said passage outlet while said 
engine is being cranked at starting speed with said 
throttle at said open position, said conduit, passage 
and well being sized and oriented relative to one an 
other and the engine such that when full said priming 
well and said passage between said inlet thereof and 
said given level has a volumetric capacity correlated 
with the air ?ow and aspirating characteristics of said 
conduit when said engine is cranked for starting with 
said throttle open to said starting_positionhsuch that 
said well is substantially evacuated of the liquid fuel 
between said passage inlet and said given level during 
the induction of said priming charge from said well to 
said conduit via said passage by said subatmosphen'c 
pressure developed in said conduit in response to the 
engine being cranked from one to several revolutions 
at a start-up cranking speed in said given engine 
cranking speed range to thereby supply said priming 
charge to the engine as the sole source of fuel to enable 
starting of the engine while said throttle is maintained 
at saiduopen position.” 

2. The combination as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
said fuel supply comprises a receptacle adjacent said 
fuel passage adapted to be connected to a source of liq 
uid fuel, means for maintaining liquid fuel in said re 
ceptacle at said given level about said inlet of said main 
fuel passage, said priming well being located between 
said passage and said receptacle and extending adja 
cent said passage with at least a portion of said well 
being disposed above said inlet of said passage, an air 
bleed passage having an inlet opening to said conduit 
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and facing said conduit inlet between said passage out 
let and said conduit inlet, said air bleed passage having 
an outlet opening to said priming well above said given 
level,_said meteringori?ce connecting said receptacle 
with said priming well below said given level, and an air 
vent having an inlet opening to a source of air pressure 
greater that that at said passage outlet but not in excess 
of atmospheric pressure and having an outlet opening 
to the head space of said receptacle, said conduit hav 
ing a venturi therein sized to have an air ?ow capacity 
correlated with the power requirement of said engine 
to enable the same to run in said given speed range but 
being restricted sufficiently to develop a suction for as 
pirating said prime charge at start-up whereby said air 
vent and air bleed passage together with said conduit 
venturi suction provide the sole pressure differential 
for supplying said priming charge from said well to said 

. conduit. 

3. The combination as set forth in claim 2 wherein 
said metering ori?ce comprises a hole of uniform diam 
eter providing a ?xed restriction of fuel ?ow there 
through. 

4. The combination as set forth in claim 2 wherein 
said passage has an air bleed connecting the interior 
thereof with said priming well at an elevation above 
said inlet of said passage. 

5. The combination as set forth in claim 4 wherein 
said air bleed is disposed at an elevation below said 
given level. . > 

6. The combination as set forth in claim 4 wherein 
said metering ori?ce communicates with said fuel re 
ceptacle and said priming well at an elevation above 
the bottom of said receptacle and below said given 
level. 

7. The combination as set forth in claim 4 wherein. 
said throttle valve has an opening therein calibrated to 
provide a minimum air ?ow opening in said mixture 
conduit when said throttle valve is in closed position in 
said mixture conduit to enable said engine to run at idle 
speed. 

8. The combination as set forth in claim 7 wherein 
said throttle valve is located between said passage out 
let and said conduit outlet. 

9. The combination as set forth in claim 2 wherein 
said fuel receptacle comprises a ?oat bowl and said fuel 
level maintaining means comprises a ?oat bowl and as 
sociated fuel inlet valve mechanism whereby fuel is 
gravity fed from said receptacle to said well to replen 
ish the same when the engine is stationary. 

10. The combination as set forth in claim 2 wherein 
said mixture conduit inlet is connected to the outlet of 
an air ?lter whereby all of the air passing into said mix 
ture conduit is drawn through said air ?lter, and 
wherein said air vent inlet opens into said conduit adja-' 
cent to said conduit inlet and faces said filter outlet. 

11. The combination as set forth in claim 2 wherein‘ 
said engine comprises a single cylinder engine having 
means for governing the running speed of said engine 
to a speed in the range of about 2,700 to about 3,400 
revolutions per minute to thereby de?ne said given 
speed range, said engine having a displacement in the 
order of about seven to eleven cubic inches, and 
wherein said priming well and passage has a starting 
charge volume of about 0.75 cubic centimeter, said 

‘0 iposed above said inlet of said main fuel passage. said 
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12 
conduit venturi has a diameter in the range of about 
?ve-sixteenths to seven-sixteenths of an inch, said me- ' 
tering ori?ce comprises a restricted ori?ce having an 
effective diameter of about 0.028 inch and length of 
about 0.048 inch, and said air bleed passage has a re 
strictive ori?ce therein having an effective diameter 
ranging from about 0.023 to 0.031 inch. 

12. The combination as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
said priming well. has at least a portion thereof dis 

metering ori?ce connecting said ?oat bowl fuel supply 
with said priming well below said given level, and an 
air vent having an inlet opening to a source of air 
pressure greater than that at said main fuel passage 
outlet but not in excess of atmospheric pressure and 
having an outlet opening to a head space of said ?oat 
bowl fuel supply, said conduit having a venturi therein 
‘sized to have an air ?ow capacity correlated with the 
power requirement of said engine to enable the same 
to run in said given speed range but being restricted 
suf?ciently to develop a suction for aspirating said 
priming charge at start-up whereby said air vent and 
air bleed passage together with said conduit venturi 
suction provide the sole pressure differential for sup 
plying said priming charge from said well to said 
conduit. 

13. The combination as set forth in claim 12 wherein 
said main fuel passage has an air bleed connecting the 
interior thereof with said priming well at an elevation 
above said inlet of said main fuel passage. ‘ 

14. The combination as set forth in claim 12 wherein 
said air bleed passage outlet is disposed at an eleva 
tion above said given level. 

15. The combination as set forth in claim 14 wherein 
said fuel supply comprises a ?oat bowl, fuel level 
maintaining means and associated fuel inlet valve 
mechanism for” lnaintaining liquid fuel inlet valve 
said given level whereby fuel is gravity fed from said 
bowl to said well to replenish the same when the 
engine is stationary. 

16. The combination as set forth in claim 15 wherein 
said mixture conduit inlet is connected to the outlet 
of an air ?lter whereby all of the air passing into said 
mixture conduit is drawn through said air ?lter, and 
wherein said air vent inlet and said air bleed passage 
inlet open into said conduit downstream of said ?lter 
outlet. 

17. The combination as set forth in claim 15 wherein 
said engine comprises a single cylinder engine having 
governor means for governing the operation of said 
throttle valve such that the running speed of said en 
gine ranges from about 2700 to about 3400 revolutions 
per minute to thereby de?ne said given speed range, 
wherein said engine has a displacement in the order of 
about seven to eleven cubic inches, wherein said 
priming well and main fuel passage have a priming 
charge volume of about .75 cubic centimeter and 
wherein said conduit venturi has a diameter in the 
range of about ?ve-sixteenths to seven-sixteenths of 
an. inch. 


